Introduction
Consider functions ] in the Sobolev space W~(Ra), 1 <q < ~, i.e. functions such that Among the consequences we mention the following uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet problem. This is in fact an equivalent formulation of the result in the case q = 2.
By way of illustration we only formulate the theorem in the simplest case. Generalizations to more general elliptic equations are immediate. See T. Kolsrud [21] for an extension to situations where u is defined only in G. That this is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 is obvious, because it is well known that if The present paper is a continuation of [17] , and the same technique is used. However, an effort has been made to make the paper readable independently of [17] .
The proofs depend on a detailed study of the behavior of functions in W,qn close to their zeroes. This study depends on the properties of (m, q)-eapacities and the corresponding (non-linear for q#2) potentials, the theory of which is due mainly to B. Fuglede, Ju. G. 
